
SALES INTELLIGENCE
A Digital Tool To


Open Doors, Build Trust, Close Deals Faster



The right tools can help you look deeper into the market to better understand 
where business is going.

The Future of sales is digital

by 2025 of b2B sales interactions between suppliers and 

buyers will take place in digital channels
80% 

With over 12+ decision makers involved 
in a typical B2B sales cycle, it’s crucial for 
your client champions to be equipped to 
sell your product to internal stakeholders.

Decisions by 
Buying Groups

Sellers Time 
with Buyers

Towards decision 
before meeting sales

Buyers expect more 
Personalization

The Imminent Challenge 
Facing Every B2B Seller

THE SHIFTING SALES LANDSCAPE
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T6YtowVFIp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKT0Wlkbm0w&list=PLyk8egLegdS6A0XireDKKve6UuOCpu65G&index=15
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Sales Xelerator Company Profile

Sellers need digital tools to 
engage with customers especially 
their decision makers in a way that 
replicates traditional forms of 
selling. Additionally sellers today 
must be able to:

Educate

Tailor & Personalize to each unique Buyer

Offers unique perspective

Seek to establish mutually 
meaningful value in every 
customer interaction.

Knows customer value drivers

Knows Customer Priorities

Ability to be very specific about the value you offer each prospect - 
in effect you need a personally tailored unique value position.

Today sales conversations are one of the ways you can 
differentiate your brand and solutions.

RE-THINKING SALES

Sell Smarter, Sell Faster!
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https://youtu.be/EoYAbDPG15U


91% more likely to engage 
with a vendor who educated 

you on the topic

79% say yes to engage with 
marketing materials that 

made you aware of potential 
solutions and vendors before 

there was an actual project

SALES ENABLEMENT AND 
ENGAGEMENT PLATFORM
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The rise of digital interactions will lead to more
interdependence of people processes and technology which 

will make traditional sales models less reliable over time

Accelerate revenue growth and build 
industry thought leadership

xiQ is the world’s first sales and marketing platform 
platform that combines neuroscience, psychology, 
and AI to help sellers understand the mindset of 
their buyers, and custom tailor their sales approach,
to win more deals.

Click Here for Brochure

Sales Xelerator™

Personality-driven insights help 
build trust between buyers and 
your team


Strengthen corporate reputation 
and brand by delivering relevant 
and timely news


Deliver faster pipeline conversion 
and improve deal close rates

Weather conducting research, 
preparing for a call, or crafting 
outreach, xiQ’s personality-based 
AI helps you engage prospects 
and close faster.

Best Demand 
Generation

Highest Subscriber 
Growth

Gartner Cool 
Vendor

ABM Leader 
Enterprise
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https://xiqinc.com/xiq-short-intro/
https://youtu.be/3DSUseCuBtk


Influencing buyers is the primary goal for successfully closing any B2B deal. xiQ is 
the only sales platform to introduce Buyer Groups to segment buyers as “doers", 
"coaches" or "blockers” based on their personality types. It enables the sales team 
to tailor tactics and approaches to specific individuals according to their roles and 
personal prefrences.


Know your customer value drivers

Focusing marketing efforts on the 
right individuals yields dramatically 
better and faster results!


xiQ’s personality-based AI moves the 
focus from personas to personality-
types, from automation to AI and from 
personalization to individualization.


Differentiate between doers, coaches 
and blockers and direct your 
targeting with razor sharp focus. 
Appeal to the personalities of your 
audience with highly personalized 
personality insights.

HYPER-PERSONALIZATION
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https://youtu.be/T84rjYgeQEQ


xiQ personality-driven sales 
andmarketing, the next 

generation inprecision selling.

See xiQ in Action

Contact us to learn more
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contact@xiqinc.com
www.xiqinc.com

Follow us on

Book a Meeting

https://xiqinc.com/book-a-demo/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/xiqinc/
https://www.youtube.com/c/xiQInc
https://twitter.com/xiqinc?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor
https://www.facebook.com/xiqinc
https://xiqinc.com/see-xiq-in-action/
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